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Gender Psychology

The human head is shown as the symbol of the inner of hidden world it relates to spirit because
spirit is connected to mind and what the mind is ideal, image and vibration the ability to connect
to spirit is in the higher centers in the head. What does this mean?
The human being is psychically binary in gender each person has an inner feminine and
masculine the goal of the realm of the psychological as Jung placed it was to integrate the
feminine and masculine aspects of the psyche together and reintegrate ones psyche into an
inner androgyne psychically. Where did Jung get this from. He had a major library on
Alchemical, Gnostic texts and studied them religiously. In fact all his main work comes from this.
This has been thrown under the table for animal behaviour training and social Darwinism which
makes up the materialistic trap of pseudo psychology of today. Psychology means Soul
Knowledge yet they promote the lie you are robot without a soul in psychology today.
This society has made the mistake of assigning gender to biological sex which has manifested a
social belief that if your a women your all feminine or male all masculine. And that the Feminine
is inferior this is the attitude of Christianity. This causes this to occur on the psychic plane
sympathetically for the repression of the feminine or Sophia aspect of the soul this is done on
purpose. The protocols state they were destroyed the feminine part of the psyche and replaced
it with masculine aspect totally which is computer like. Who is programming the software of the
mind computer.
In our society men are forbidden to express feminine traits with socially engineered norms that
are strict in there self policing and enforcement. Now women are indoctrinated with Feminism
which is the war on the feminine aspects of the psyche they are being forced into a masculine
mold. This is done to push towards the computer mind.
The enemy has created game theory which is the attempt to manipulate society psychologically
based on a mathematical formula that can always calculate the outcome. To do this they require
a computer mind population they can program like a computer.
The realm of Sophia the hidden realm of spirit within the mind this is the feminine. The secret is
the actual realm of Genius lays in Sophia the feminine aspect of the psyche. The Daemonic
consciousness is the activated Sophia or wisdom that comes from inner spiritual practices. This
is where all the programming is cleaned out and the Genius which is ones true identity which is
soul consciousness the soul nature awakens. Everything the enemy does is against the
feminine for this reason. The masculine on its own is a computer that is programmed however
they want it.
The arguments over gender identity being tied into biological sex that are promoted are part of
this deception. The discussion is never the psychological nature of a human is binary. This
platforms the suppression of the feminine.
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When Fraud was destroying all the true psychology of the world which was in concrete form
Ancient Greek thought, ie, the inherited knowledge of the Pagan Sages into a literal form, he
knew what he was doing. He was too lazy to even change the words in his shitty work, same as
many other "Jewish Intellectuals". But they take the biggest hype by perverting what others
have written before them, and especially Pagans.
Most of modern 'Psychology' is just the mental illness of the jewish tribe itself, externalized on
the Gentile populace. They try to turn other people to spastic borgs like they themselves are, so
they can defeat them on their own level of kosher consciousness.
The jews are also the only beings like Kurzweil who imagine themselves as a literal cyborg with
a transplanted brain, 0 and 1 for the rest of eternity, as part of borg land. Borg land accepts no
mistakes. Resistance if futile.
Out of all the people that have went to psychologists that I have conversed, not one has
received permanent or lasting help, or the even the slightest amount of help. This then leads to
Psychiatry which is applied forceful management of the brain as a biochemical computer, and
leaving it at that, as most of the time, Psychologists on their own simply escalate the mental
problems people already have.
I have came across a jew psychologist and teacher of psychology (doctorate) who was getting
100$ an hour to 'consult' people in what is effectively Freudism and telling them they are a piece
of meat without a soul, that is spastic and so forth. He raved about how he made 500$ or more
a day. At the end of it, the jew remarked: "The best thing about my job is that I don't need to do
shit all I have to do is I sit on the chair, and listen to people's bullshit for the time they pay me for
it, and then say a few pointless things and get paid. I love my job."
He also laughed literally in front of the audience on how he doesn't believe jack shit of what he
says, and in full knowledge that nothing of this helps anyone.
This kike looked like a literal ghoul too, it had this robotic stare where it looked at someone like
a reptile. It also had a fetish for repeating to people anything negative about sexuality and
having a decent union, and it would keep repeating ad nauseum how bad and evil marriage is,
and how it rots individuals.
Most "Psychologists" that are jews are just jews whining over their own imposed Torah, which
has caused them schizophrenia. Then these destroyed borgs come out of the jewish dens of
their jewish kosher land, and spew the same filthy shit, in reverse to the heads of random
people who seek out their 'help'.
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Jung was a student of Freud the only Gentile one. Freud wanted him to take over and be a front
Goy. However Jung was just disgusted with Freud and the jews to the extreme and went his
own direction and developed a kosher free system.
The National Socialist Government of Hitler, hired Jung and placed him at the head of a new
Psychological institute. Jung's best life long friend was Serrano and Jung's famous essay on
Hitler as the avatar of Woden. I doubt Jung in the end ever lost his National Socialist loyalties he
just kept his mouth shut in public after the war. A guy like Jung understood Hitler as pure force
of soul his own personal and the collective racial soul of the Germans.
The Jews fear the Samurai but do the Jews fear Karl Jung.... It seems so.
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HP Mageson666 wrote:Jung was a student of Freud the only Gentile one. Freud wanted
him to take over and be a front Goy. However Jung was just disgusted with Freud and the
jews to the extreme and went his own direction and developed a kosher free system.
The National Socialist Government of Hitler, hired Jung and placed him at the head of a new
Psychological institute. Jung best life long friend was Serrano and Jung famous essay on
Hitler as the avatar of Woden. I doubt Jung in the end every lost his National Socialist
loyalties he just kept his mouth shut in public after the war.

Jung crossed over 'too far' in the opinion of all the kosher psychologists, which made him a
partial legend and then a 'pseudoscientist' as well. Many do just brush him off as dysfunctional.
He just took what was stated earlier by Ancient Greeks and also the literal terms, and even used
the same glyphs of planets in his work to explain some concepts. This made him hated.
If Jung could speak I think we would know different things from him. He is considered
disgraceful and a pseudoscientist like Sheldrake in much of the 'psychology' community, but his
own magnitude just invalidates these haters on it's own.

Jung's work is like he is trying to say things while at the same time not saying it, because he
can't.
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Something interesting Jung kept a lot of his work secret and never published it out of fear of the
jewish backlash. Jung practiced meditational disciplines.

